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To,
Mr. Daren Tang, Director General of WIPO, International Bureau
Mrs. Reischle Matthias, Legal Officer at WIPO,
and Mrs. Agnes, The contact for all subjects related to the PCT international application
PCT/US2014/046619

Here is the latest status for both the Writ Petitions WP 12356 / 2023, and WP 13823 / 2023. The
communication includes 'The Living Will Addendum for End of Year 2023' that I executed today,
29-12-2023. This is the second addendum that accompanies my 'Living Will executed on 22-08-
2022'. In this communication I include the 'Right perspectives for the world' continuing with the
series POV FE 5 to POV FE 9. Like always, I have attached my most recent communication to the
worldwide media houses. 

I draw your attention to the POV'S, given there 'Extremely HIGH importance, and relevance' for
the future of all 191 world countries and 9 billion citizens. The rouge old world order only intended
to take the humanity into slavery and death. They would murder all world cultures and functioning
societies. These POV'S, the entire FE series of POV'S must be relayed, communicated to the
193 world country member delegation teams at World Intellectual Property Organization. I request
you to read these POV'S in great detail, and also request the 193 world country delegations to
read them in great detail.

These 'Right perspectives for the world' continued in series FE are accessible at my website
webpage https://srinivasdevathi.com/right-perspectives-for-the-world-continuation/. Reading
them in great detail will avoid 'Grave consequences for 193 world countries', and take us into the
NEW WORLD ORDER by taking macro-economic reform Project Earthling(c) live, and taking live
the councils, which would be paid in world neutral currency 'EARTHLINGS', which will enforce the
International law and World medical law. This work will save the world, save the humanity. 

The latest status of WP 12356 / 2023 is accessible at my website
webpage https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-consent-letter-of-indian-government/. The
latest status of WP 13823 / 2023 is accessible at my website
webpage https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-execution-of-62-sale-agreements/.   This
addendum is posted on my website webpage https://srinivasdevathi.com/living-will-93-trillion/.     
                                                                              Do not hesitate to write to me with your
questions or remarks.

Srinivas S. Devathi
Inventor to patent us 8,910,998 B1, and Author
Srinivasdevathi.com, ProjectEarthling.com, Earthlingcurrency.com, Coolcartechnology.com
Transitioning the world into NEW WORLD ORDER
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To,

Worldwide Media Houses

The latest status of WP 12356 / 2023 is accessible at my website
webpage https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-consent-letter-of-indian-government/. The
latest status of WP 13823 / 2023 is accessible at my website
webpage https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-execution-of-62-sale-agreements/. 

The Honorable court by their orders have connected both the writ petitions. The Honorable
court issued orders to list the Writ petitions for hearing and orders after the court vacation, 2-1-
2024. In this communication, I attach the 'Living Will addendum for End of Year 2023' that I
executed today. This addendum is posted on my website
webpage https://srinivasdevathi.com/living-will-93-trillion/. Over, the next 11 years, I will
conclude the wealth distribution within India, according to the 'Living will executed on 22-08-
2022'. This will ensure I build INDIA'S national, all states, and union territory treasuries in the
world neutral currency 'EARTHLINGS'. My work for 'Goal year 30 FE for INDIA' and its cascading
effects to world countries would have started to take effect by then. 

Do not hesitate to write to me with your questions or remarks.

Srinivas S. Devathi

Inventor & Author

Srinivasdevathi.com, Projectearthling.com, Earthlingcurrency.com, Coolcartechnology.com
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Subject:Right perspectives for the world. POV'S FE 5 to FE 9.
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From:projectearthling@srinivasdevathi.com

To:Srinivas@coolcartechnology.com

To,

Worldwide Media Houses

In this communication, I send you POV'S FE 5 to FE 9. No one POV is less important. I request you
to review these POV'S in great detail. These are high impact subjects for all 191 world countries,
and 9 billion people of the world. 

POV FE 5

Serum technology, given its micro nano molecular
composition and the dispensation techniques, it
could be integrated into any food, and in that food of
any color, giving the target subject indirect threats
by name of the food, and / or the color of the food.
usa uk and the rouge old world order in the pursuit of second life, unleashed an out of control
illegal clinical trial activities, financed by unlimited printing of bribing currency of the old world
order usd. Out of intense racism, hatred, and jealousy these illegal trials were directed towards
few countries with more severity as compared to others, while almost all the world countries were
attacked in the old world order. usa pharmaceutical companies, within that specifically johnson and
johnson, and janssen pharmaceuticals are at the center of most of the creation of 20,000 counter
molecules. Collectively entire usa pharmaceutical sector is to blame for the creation of these
counter molecules to destroy human life across the world.

https://srinivasdevathi.com/writ-petition-for-consent-letter-of-indian-government/
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With my invention in Q1 2007, patent us 8,910,998 B1, the highest valued property in the world,
my public enemy uspto had a range of negative tactics to be unleashed, in which they engage
every one in usa, use all available negative tactics to attack me. One of the conventional old tactic
‘divide and destroy’ is that of forcing ‘religious divide’ at me. A tactic that usa, uk have mastered
by using it across many countries of the world, and in India from the uninvited arrival of ‘british
east India company’ in 1600. They combine another tactic of ‘Fire scam’ to be used against me,
conceptualized and implemented in 2009 with the visit of Mr. obama to saudi.

The combination of tactics to be used to attack me, needed combinations of executable negative
tactics to be used against me. This brings the following that were combined.

The serum package, packaged with any number of counter molecules, read
poisons out of the 20,000 counter molecules to act in my body non stop to target
and torture me.
The general color coding attached with religions that are christianity, islam, and
HINDUISM, colors being white, green, and ORANGE respectively. There is no such
existing rule, it is a built up pattern.
Then color codes attached to ‘Fire scam’. Yellow indicating ‘renewable, fire, electric,
alternative’, and green indicating ‘oil, opec, exxon-mobil, bribes in unlimited
printed usd currency’. The term green technologies brings confusion here for their
discomfort in their plan.

The serum tech poison could be put into any food consumed by any human being across the world.
The dispensation techniques, their methods, mixing techniques, packaging techniques, known only
to usa pharmaceutical companies e.g., jnj and janssen pharmaceuticals, and no one else. Usa uk
have mastered the quantity / proportions mix of these serum package poisons to any human
consumable. The list is any vegetable, any vegetable of any color in this context, any fruit, any
fruit of any color in this context, water tank, to consumable water from filters, packaged water,
packaged beverage, soda delivered from machines, to any food brought from any grocery store,
any ice cream, ice cream of any color, any flavor in this context, to food brought in bakeries, any
restaurants, any place across the world. I refer you to POV 20, an estimated 50 billion usd was
spent on attacking me with serum poisons across usa, and India, after my invention in year 2007.

One must list and think through everything that is put on display for purchase in a grocery store,
and in what proportion the serum technology poisons must be mixed in this packaged food packed
by weight or volume, and how much the target person is expected to consume. The calculations
are run depending on information and data that is built over many decades possibly going well
beyond a century. While packaged food and packaged beverages were loaded with serum
packaged poisons floating at various levels within the packaged food / beverage by molecular
weight, after being severely attacked / hit, I transition to eating only prepared and served food in
restaurants. The serum technology packages were dispensed even here. The work, data crunching,
planning that has gone into this is illegitimate work, illegitimate jobs created out of bribe money,
out of illegally printed usd currency, an estimated spend of 50 billion usd from unlimited printing.

This entire line of work must be terminated immediately. To the world countries discomfort and
threat, usa pharmaceutical companies have built way too much data to target people from across
the world, with full knowledge and capability of what serum package, for whom, in what they
purchase or eat depending on built up pattern of their life, they mix packaged counter molecules
to slowly target them, attack them, or target people with the psycho devious diabolical intrusive
objectives including rape, murder, that usa uk want to use at anyone from across the world
countries. Only the NEW WORLD ORDER with Judicial council, and Medical council will ensure law is
enforced to curb this psychotic death trap usa uk want to put on all world countries and world
citizens. STUN, Special Technology Unit will ensure pure original food is delivered, verified at
molecular level to not contain any serum technology packages right at the source, to eliminate this
threat. STUN technology will be made available for all the world countries in the decentralized
world after Project Earthling(c) is voted in and live.

In my case, given my invention, I was surrounded by the most intrusive, most highest grade, most
cutting edge external cage technologies for the last 16 years. They built the pattern of my life
within few months. It is a fact that, all human beings on planet earth, across all 191 world
countries live their life according to a built up pattern. That is the way life across the world is. The
fact being, any persons life could be fully detailed within a few months of observation, because you
live in a house, work at a place, buy your grocery at a certain place, eat at a select set of
restaurants, and it is an easy to document, record, target subjects life pattern. No one travels
across cities in random order without any pattern, and it is impossible for anyone to live like that.
So, after documenting my entire life in the greatest of details, knowing what i eat, in what
quantity, extensive targeting of my entire body, all my body organs including brain, was done to
record all control limits of all organs, at what potency they fail or could be killed, fully
extrapolatable to men, where applicable women, from all the world countries. Their built up data is
a significant threat to humanity.

Over the 16 years, they just did not target and torture me with serum packages, every day, every
meal / morsel of food I have consumed, they have all my organs, entire body drug, poison
tolerances fully established, and further many indirect threats are built into this daily poisoning.
The religious divide and attack is one of it, and the fire scam is another by way of the color of food
consumed. By keeping usa uk ‘Devaraya blood lineage related following and attacks aside, which
would bring in all my ancestors, and my entire life’, it is after my invention in Q1-2007, the



conceptualization of both religious attacks, racial attacks, food habit attack, and the fire scam
attack, were unleashed by usa uk, and their alliance with saudi uae for religious divide, to attack
me.

Consider the following facts before understanding the ways of attacks by food color that I was
subjected to over these 16 years. Highly potent serum package that could act in your body
targeting all organs, including brain, could be dispensed, injected, into any food, any beverage,
any packaged food, or packaged beverage sold in grocery stores, including into one piece or one
slice of a fruit, or into one piece or one slice of a vegetable, given its nano-particulate design,
fabrication, dispensation, for the consumption of target, which enabled them to use the religious
attack by the color coding of religions, and the fire scam color coding attacks, against me. While
these are negative threats, other methods of attack and threats were by the name of the food,
vegetable, fruit, or flavor of ice cream.

Here is the list of some of the indirect threats I have
received, through the last 16 years.

The following attacks at me, could be directed
towards any of the 9 billion citizens across the 191
world countries mutatis mutandis.

Eat anything white in color, e.g., milk, curd, vanilla ice cream, rice, fresh lime
soda, water, cut apple, I would lose my memory, however temporarily while the
serum package is targeting the brain region, it is called greying brain cells,
resulting in you forgeting login ID’S, passwords, blanking out when you should not,
forgetful, leaving your keys somewhere, data drive left in computer at xerox
center, and so on. Forgetful and memory loss attacking and threatening me with
movie notebook characters. The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the 9
billion citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis. Religion wise, usa
uk threatening me that you come towards our countries or christianity, we will
blank your brain regions which could be continuous, and repetetive. This was
highly aggravated between years 2015-2019. The potency reduced through 2020-
until this year.
Eat anything in green color, e.g., capsicum, peas, beans, pista ice cream,
coriander leaves, or leafy preparations e.g., palak, musambi juice etc., the brain is
fully distorted, rendered non-functional, efficiency and performance levels are
brought down, lowered to 5 or 10% of your normal performance levels, and
efficiency levels. Several ADHD, attention deficiency counter molecules are
packaged in this, rendering you to become totally inefficient, and non-functional
with your reading, reading comprehension, writing skills, and writing excellence.
The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the 9 billion citizens across the 191
world countries mutatis mutandis. Religion wise, this is saudi, uae, representative
islam countries threatening me that they would target and kill, like they have killed
many HINDUS in the past.
Eat anything yellow in color, e.g., dal fry, dal tadka, dal kichdi, badam milk, ice
creams, mango, or butterscotch flavor, fruits pineapple, peach, mango, etc, would
burn my entire body head to toe, a range of organs, targeted and tortured by
serum package, this certainly including the dangerous brain region torture which
gives you death every second of life, with targeting of reproductive system organs,
and bones. Yellow symbolizing fire, electric, renewable, alternative, drawing me
into world energy battle, e.g., pitting me against green or oil. The yellow color
products including corn, fries, chips, would result in the same. mcdonalds symbol
is yellow. Even these color codes of brands and boards, and food served there
resulted in similar targeting of me, driving me away from renewable, threatening
me indirectly. The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the 9 billion citizens
across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.
Eat anything red in color, e.g., water melon, water melon juice, tomato slices,
would put me into a drawn, created battle between red and blue. Another
fabricated battle divide strategy created by usa based on their flag colors. Red is
supposedly against blue. This was just another tactic of attacking me. Being a
vegetarian, there is a webpage about what I eat, fruit salads were source of water
and nutrient content for me. Having ensured water is fully poisoned and
contaminated, I would go to eat water melons which are fruit naturally containing
water. water melons were severely contaminated with infused plastics, serum
packaged poisons to induce vomits, target bones, drill pores in bones to weaken
them, and also inducing brain torture and attacking other regions of brain.
Thankfully blue color food is not much, except for blue mojito, curacao drink,
which is not available in many places, and I have not consumed them. Few times
when I consumed blue drink, would target brain severely. The attacks at me, could



be directed at any of the 9 billion citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis
mutandis.
The same could be extrapolated to threats from the ‘energy battle’, a battle
of the highest stakes, wherein they have tried to posture this in a way that usa uk
are electric and for renewable, while saudi, uae are with oil. The fact is, usa uk will
take a 75% GDP hit negatively and their posturing is a lie. Its only a combined
negative tactic applied at me, India, and the religion of HINDUISM. This fire scam
is a conventional divide and destroy tactic, wherein neither directions are any kind
of prospects for me or any of the world countries, and world citizens, as it is only a
means, tactic to intentionally pit the richest man in the world, me, into a
fabricated, created, energy battle to make me, hence the country India, and the
religion of HINDUISM lose the money that I would bring into the country from the
invention patent rights from across the world countries. I have answered by
saying, ‘Energy battle’ must be scheduled for discussions and voting at G-193
council in the NEW WORLD ORDER.
A tiny piece of bean consumed, would contain serum package to make a person
behave like the character of Mr. bean, a comic, retard sort of an alien character. In
this the serum package would work on many brain regions to result in you, to a
fraction percentage, behaving like the character. The tiny piece of bean would
contain white color food poisons, which would induce intense torture in the brain
region, and intense buzzing, forcing my skin tone to look lifeless, bloodless, my
face deprived, and drained of blood, to make me look like an unattractive person,
worse dosage to make me look like lifeless hideously ugly person of ‘very light skin
tone’. The darker colored food was thankfully somewhat better by not inducing the
colorless deathlike face. The serum package could be dropped into any food of any
color. This is the scientific truth. The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the
9 billion citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.

While adding serum packages into any food consumed is one way they want to target the world
countries, and world citizens, they want to force or bring in the GM crop techniques into the world
countries. This is genetically modified produce, wherein several counter molecules are packaged
into them right in the stage of cultivation. I warn all the world countries to say NO to any food
technology usa uk comes to you with or says it is good for your country. Infact, it is worse than
death, means death through the life, if you consume any food that is produced by usa uk. One of
the strong guidance from NEW WORLD ORDER will be source original food from your own country,
avoid food import to the extent possible, and take the support of STUN to verify originality of food
at source.

Given that I was deprived of water, milk in any form, for years, I have consumed ice cream which
would give some degree of cooling to my system, only temporarily since it used to be packaged
with serum packages of counter molecules, poisons. In ice cream parlors, both the attacks by color
of the food, and the fire scam were used to attack me and with highest severity. The yellow color,
fire scam indicating attacks were severe and desth like with ice cream flavors like, Mango,
butterscotch, pineapple, dry fruits, were consumed. The scooping devise and dip water would be
custom setup for my arrival filled with serum counter molecules / poisons.

Attacks described generally. The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the 9 billion citizens
across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.

The serum packages targeting me were primarily attacking my brain regions with
the highest intensity, inducing severe torture, in combination by targeting various
orther physical organs also with highest intensity between years 2014 and 2019.
The color of boards at the restaurants was another way of attacking me.
Restaurants with red boards would target brain intensely, and heart mildly. The
blue color boards would target brain, and reproductive system, and all organs in
the system, with high intensity giving erections of various dimensions through the
night, and induced incitation continuously by many counter molecules, poisons
avilable for it, including lsd, ecstacy, or similar variants.
The targeting of genetics, another created battle by usa uk rouge old world order,
includes the bone strength battle, with elaborate plans of weakening bones of dark
men, african men. They possess counter molecules to weaken each organ within
the human skeletal system, including weakening bones, drilling pores in it, and can
incapacitate a person.

Poisoning by name of the food. Poisoning by color described above. The attacks at me,
could be directed at any of the 9 billion citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.

Onion is white in color, and breaks into On-i-on, includes both color targeting and
fire scam.
cucumber is light green in color, and has cuckoo in it, synonymous with crazy,
which fully targets your brain.
Tomato salad with cut tomato would be fully poisoned. While most normally grown
tomatoes are red in color, its slices most of what were served to me included green



or white in the sliced tomato. Resulting the respective color targeting as described
above.

Poisoning by playing word games. The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the 9 billion
citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.

Butterscotch, butter, has butt in it. Idly, has id-ly. Devadas has vada in it, my last
name being Devathi. Masala Dosa has Mad in it. The word games are numerous
and they have used the word game to create the corresponding serum package
with composition to target me, that could also be used at any citizen across the
world.
Mango is Maan-go in Hindi. Ask me for any problem to be solved. Pineapple, word
game, the person is pining, to be targeted with emotional variations.
dal makhni, makkhan, has khan in it. Your IQ levels to drop significantly by serum
tech poisoning. Other religious word games include je-su-s, he-sus, st. anthony, st.
francis, st. mary, and with islam all-ah, ya allah, insha allah, masha allah, etc.

Poisoning by food available in bakeries. The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the 9
billion citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.

cakes, all forms, plum included would be like the drugged brownies of Netherlands,
like someone had explained, not that I ever consumed those in Netherlands. The
brain is shot and blank for 24 or 48 hours.
veg puff would have red curry. Mostly it was replaced with green curry with beans
everywhere for me, hence targeting the brain regions.
bread toast, sandwiches, would result in intense itch all across my body, and on
the left side of the head with scalp peeling which has almost resulted in a
permanent scar. Not that the scar is an issue, however, the serum poisoning must
be ended.

Poisoning by fruits, coconuts from vendors across city. The attacks at me, could be directed
at any of the 9 billion citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.

While I have opted for cut fruit with ice creams, fruit salad with ice cream, and was
severely targeted with poisons, counter molecules, by replacing the entire carton
of ice cream flavor that I generally take, or having a separate poisoned dip water
vessel, or few pieces of fruit carrying serum technology, I tried the cut fruit
vendors who give cut fruits in cups at prominent locations, e.g., near courts, etc.
In this case the fruit is already poisoned by drugs or the vendor uses a knife that is
wiped with a cloth that rubs a tinge of serum package to it before cutting. They
have kept separate cutting knives for my arrival.
The poisoning of fruits, by injecting poisons into them, injecting serum packages
into them, include other poisoning techniques of smoking them, a conventional old
technique to put the fruits and even coconuts in smoke giving poisons which would
target the consumer severely by attacking the brain regions, or using a poisoned
knife, sickle swiped with serum poison by a piece of cloth before cutting the fruit or
coconut.
The serum packaging of poisons within one fruit has rendered me down, and
nearly dead for many hours, going into days. Intense infusion of plastic or other
poisons not to be consumed by human beings was injected to fruits sold or served.
Water melons sold in grocery chains have names like ‘kiran water melons’
intentionally bringing fire scam with the name, kiran, ray attached with it. All this
because my name has ‘Raya’ in the middle name Satyanarayana, a Hindu name.

Poisoning by beverages, juices. The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the 9 billion
citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.

Given that water was nearly killing me every second, I moved to taking juices or
beverages that are processed in a plant and packaged, directly connecting them to
poisoning if anything were to happen to me. With no water to consume for years, I
had to have some fluid in the system to stay alive.
The packaged beverages, juices in grocery store were preset, prearranged for my
arrival, and I would buy bottles, cans, cartons, with juices or beverages fully
loaded with serum packages, in that many packages floating at varying levels in
the bottle, to repeatedly target me for days after consuming a modest portion of it.
The juices by fruit names, fruit colors, beverages by color of it, and manufacturer
would target me severely like explained above.
In this segment, people must realize the market segment is dominated by two usa
brands coca-cola and pepsi. Some new Indian manufacturers have shown up,
however were threatened or bullied by usa companies in the old world order. coca-
cola brand red labeled. pepsi is blue labeled. Maximum torture to me was inflicted
by coca-cola branded products. I ended those in entireity and moved to pepsi only
to keep usa connected as they are at the center with the plot to murder me. The



mnc is connected and shall be connected until Project Earthling(c) goes live. mnc
will seize to exist in few years, with foreign ownership taken out or eliminated
entirely, directed from my economic policies.

Poisoning by manufacturer, headquarters in usa uk. The attacks at me, could be directed at
any of the 9 billion citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis. The rouge mnc
concept will be brought to its end.

In the rouge old world order, fully paid for and controlled by usa, usa uk brands
have set up manufacturing units across the world countries. And what did they do?
Poison people across the world with the following psychotic devious diabolical
inhuman objectives.
Poison and murder the men across 191 world countries, and use their organs,
including hearts to get second lives. Use the women for all slavery jobs, labor
slavery and/or sex slavery.
I bring the NEW WORLD ORDER to you. In which the most important segment,
sector for your country is food, will be recommended and guided to be your own.
And all mnc operations must cut off from the headquarters and become local your
country companies, after necessary tests are conducted and STUN approved /
certified, to be owned and run by your own majority population. You must be in
control, in charge of your country citizens, their future, collectively your future.

Poisoning by usa brands of food vendors. The attacks at me, could be directed at any of the 9
billion citizens across the 191 world countries mutatis mutandis.

During the years 2009 and 2010, and portions of 2013, and 2014, I was in usa,
with no other choice obviously eating food in their country brands, restaurants,
food vendors, and grocery. The poisoning and torture inflicted on me was ‘death
every second’ like torture which could be explained as world war II concentration
camp torture to the power of millions of times.
In years 2014 to 2020, in India, I had to keep the source usa, usa corporations
targeting me thread alive. Between years 2010 to 2013, 2014 to 2019, I ate food
daily once in usa brands to keep the source country wanting to murder me
connected. The other meal, when I chose to have, being Indian food served in
Indian restaurant. The usa brands included mcdonalds, dominos, subway,
starbucks, dunkin donuts, krispy kreme, pizza hut, and few times kfc veggie
burgers. All of these brands would severely poison my food, to death like life every
second, targeting all organs and all brain regions.
From 2019, I ended all usa brand restaurant visits, would eat 100% Indian food
only, and kept only connection to source usa poisoning thread by pepsi, 750 ml per
day. Since this change, moving all my websites to Indian hosting company, and
authoring Project Earthling(c), and setting up my Living will, from 2020 to this day,
poisoning has subsided, and tapering off, with some residual side effects that I will
take care by myself, by bringing in a team of patriotic Indian doctors into
conversations after execution of first few agreements off the 62 sale agreements.
All usa brands will be shut down, and their replacing all Indian Hindu group owned
food chains will be launched by me. Ensuring full safety for 1.2 billion Hindus,
protecting my citizens, and my religion. Mutatis mutandis will be the cascading
effects to 190 other world countries. Why would you pay franchise fee in valuable
Earthlings? Not economic smartness / prudence.

Poisoning by direction of restaurant, indicating left V/S RIGHT. They have divided
Bangalore into left and right it seems, by using bribes off the 50 billion spent on targeting me.

As if all the above ways of poisoning food with counter molecules, and poisons is
not enough, usa uk rouge old world order, continues to force the ‘WORLDWIDE
billions murdered by the core negative tactic’ racial discrimination, and racial divide
of the world into white or black, a tactic used all through the psycho must be
ended AD era.
My authored work POV 2-49 has very clearly brought all 191 world countries into
saying they are ‘colored people, a country of colored people’. Giving a knock out,
death like punch to usa and uk, and their paid rouge puppet old world order. Since
my invention in Q1-2007, the spend targeting me is over 50 billion, allowing usa
uk to divide India, all states, and city of Bangalore into this old world order divide
of white or black. The divide has ended. Bangalore, all states of India, and INDIA
have declared that we are colored people and a colored country putting an end to
this city divide. Mutatis mutandis, 191 world countries will align with POV 2-49
while we move into the decentralized world, and NEW WORLD ORDER.
The 2000 year old tactic of dividing countries, cities into left / right, which
correspond to benchmark white / benchmark black, has some residual effects,
traces of the anomoly left, however bulk of it, the negative tactic is fully destroyed
and finished. As of today, in the world, white or black is a question asked and
fought upon only in usa and uk. Rest of the world take whitest cloth, blackest



cloth, compare themselves to the cloth color and have declared that vast majority
of their country are colored, and hence they are a colored country. Welcome to the
NEW WORLD ORDER, that has finished, terminated usa uk rouge old world order in
its entireity, including giving usa uk a ban of 20 years from the world councils.

The english language and writing all the Indian languages words, sentences in english has caused
unbelievable amount of horror, and problems for this country and the religion of Hinduism. All
Indian languages to use only Indian script, to write, so that usa uk cannot read or understand
them. This will become standard for few years to fully block out usa uk and rouge old world order
which would be terminated by then. While I consider word games, as kindergarden, and primary
school kids games, I end it by bringing more of the Indian scripts across the country. Europe has
done itself a favor by taking this approach. The word games, that are in tens of thousands,
wherein I have only introduced a few in this write-up, will be ended the way I have explained. The
serious divide detroy India, divide destroy the religion of HINDUISM are very psychotic negative
tactics, and intended to deliver grave consequences to this country, and I will not, and we must
not take this lightly. With me, 1.2 billion Hindus lead by all 100% pro Hindu leaders across all
governments of India, will put the religious divide tactic to its end and finish a problem that has
bled us for 423 years. And the other attack by color of food, a created scam, a murder plan by
forcing the ‘FIRE SCAM’ on me, India, and the religion of Hinduism, is also a macro-level tactic to
attack the highest valued invention in the world my patent us 8,910,998 B1. I have addressed this
threat and have routed this for discussion and voting at WIPO assembly or take it up for further
discussions at G-193 council of NEW WORLD ORDER, thus delivering real, true Independence to
citizens of world countries, all the students, youngsters in schools and colleges from being
targeted, attacked with this scam. I deliver a planet with REAL TRUE INDEPENDENCE TO ALL
WORLD COUNTRIES.

 

POV FE 6

Anesthetic sleep.

usa has only created problems for humanity, and
never solved any problems. While a single atom
bomb could kill a million or more people, their plan
with serum technology combined with brain
targeting counter molecules, was to target and / or
kill billions of human beings from across the world
countries, by inducing ‘Anesthetic sleep’. One of the
serious and grave threats to humanity which must
be curbed and put to end. The NEW WORLD ORDER
will terminate this problem inflicted on humanity.
In one method of segregating or measuring, a dozen different kinds of sleeps could be induced by
usa pharmaceutical companies, one of the extremes of which is ‘Anesthetic sleep’. This is a threat
of unprecedented proportions to the 191 world countries and the 9 billion human beings on planet
Earth, a problem unleashed by rouge usa pharmaceutical companies. While sleeplessness is not
really existent in the world, even that has been induced. Insomnia is a sustained drug induced
disorder, which is a result of continuously targeting several regions of the brain. Human beings on
Earth had no problems related to sleep. Infants and kids sleep without interruptions, and for
hours. All adults given normal work schedule get their full share of sleep. With ageing adults, it is
said that they also sleep more to feel more relaxed. Hence, sleeplessness never existed among
human beings under normal conditions. The rouge usa pharmaceutical companies experimenting
with brain regions started to induce this to humans.

Rouge usa pharmaceutical companies can induce very reduced number of hours of sleep to
anyone. Targeting specific chosen regions of the brain, usa pharmaceutical companies can make
any person fully sleepless, and in that the extreme case of full insomnia. It must be understood
that this is a created problem, and not an existing one among human beings. This was just the
starting of the horror to follow. In the name of cure, when there was nothing to cure, they create
sleeping pills, and different variants of it, targeting different regions of the brain, which resulted in
a dozen different variants of oral drug induced sleep. This resulted in the most dangerous threat,
the anesthesia kind of surgical sleep which is now fully induceable orally. Anesthetic sleep which
was to be used for surgeries, for cutting up a human, doing surgery and stitching, is now fully
induceable by orally administered counter molecules, read poisons. When this is packaged with
serum technology, it could be induced at a set calculated time, and for planned set of hours. You
are fully aware that serum packaged poisons could be slipped into any food by usa pharmaceutical



companies, making this an immediate threat to humanity. The negative applications of this are
extreme and severe.

Here is a rundown of what this means.
Any human could be put into a near permanent, full terminal sleep by slipping drug into food
anywhere. During your travel, for work, vacation, tourism, you could be used or killed. For women,
all women, certainly young women you have an unprecedented challenge to deal with. Anywhere,
you could be knocked out into this deep sleeps, anesthetic sleep, for a preplanned block of hours,
e.g., 10 or 12 hours. You will sleep and wake up after 10 hours, and think you just slept and woke
up and don’t remember a thing. However, everything unimaginable has been factually done to you.
For young men, and men, in particular who are of the exotic and dark skinned, with the highest
price tag on their semen / sperm, you could be put into this anesthetic sleep for 10 or 12 hours,
and you would wake up and go along with your work not knowing what happened. And the truth is
your semen has been extracted without your knowledge. Women might have also sat on your erect
penis induced with the serum package, got orgasm and left with your sperm. While stealing
genetics of a man is the crime that could be committed against a man by using this potent oral
anesthetic drug with serum package, which has legal implications of DNA report showing biological
off-springs with no legal rights, coming in future to claim his wealth from his real legal heirs, the
pricing, valuation of his genetics is lost. And the judiciary has the challenge of listing how many
laws are being broken here, and must plan law, legislation to contain / curb this.

The dozen types/variants of sleep is a combination of sedative, along with various other serum
tech drugs acting in varying combinations on different regions of the brain, the combinations
resulting in different regions of the brain fully numbed, partially numbed/sedated, hypoactivated,
or hyperactivated, with some cognitive regions kept awake at varying ranges. The anesthetic sleep
is the one wherein most of the brain regions are put in fully numb / fully sedated state.

Consider the following serum package timelines for the psycho devious diabolical rouge
applications conceptualized by usa uk and their paid rouge old world order. The serum packages
can be built to act across timelines spanning hours, going into days. This means, they can package
it for 12 or 14 hours easily. Lets take 12 hours block on a time scale, they have technology to put
a target person into anesthetic sleep gradually by slowly sedating / numbing brain regions in
sequence, say over 30 minutes or 60 minutes, and can plan such the removal of the anesthetic
sleep gradually bringing the person into awake state in 30 or 60 minutes. This means, the target
subject is in anesthetic sleep for a full planned block of 10 or 11 hours. The fact is the inducing
into and withdrawal from ‘Anesthetic sleep’ could be just a few minutes for serum packaged
counter molecules, for example within 5 minutes. In this case, the target subject is in anesthetic
sleep for 11 hours and 50 minutes.

Women have a multitude of challenges. From imagining everything illegal that could be done to a
women in a block of 10 hours with any number of men entering the room and doing anything they
want, e.g., rape, or gang rape. This could mean that the women is fully undressed, to full nudity,
her entire body shot in full HD video, any number of photos taken, an entire blue film shot on her,
and she wakes up not knowing any of these. How many laws are broken here? All the world
country law enforcement agencies, and judiciary have to document this case study and take
immediate measures to contain / curb this. Judicial council in NEW WORLD ORDER will take the
lead on this. This must be contained and curbed to retain and have functioning societies across
191 world countries. Otherwise, there will be nothing called as a society remaining on planet
Earth. India will restrict this and maintain law, and will also fully engage with Judicial council to
end this horror unleashed by usa on world countries and world citizens.

usa uk, with their rouge behavior and arrogance started to do study on the dresses, outfits worn
by women from across the 191 world countries in the night to sleep, did studies to record their
sleep pattern, their body movements through the night and the change or shift in their dress,
outfit in correspondence with their body movement. This is to leave the target women after using
her for the time they want, to dress her up, and leave her in the same position she was in, when
the rouge team arrived. This is to eliminate any doubts to her that someone entered and did
something to her. The tactic involves tacking a photo of the room at the time of entry and leaving
it exactly the same way while leaving. The same mutatis mutandis for any men, after he has been
used, his semen / sperm extracted. If there is body reaction / response to these illegal activities,
they can wake you up with distracting counter molecules, or counter reaction / counter response
molecules to somehow cover up any thoughts of doubt. This is how detailed their preparation is, to
use people anyway they want, and source people for murder from across the world, to do heart
harvesting and get second lives. The timing is another factor to be considered. Serum packages
are designed with such precision that the planned action is accurate to the last split second. This
calculation, with subsequent serum package(s) shot into the subject, will precisely land the target
subject tagged for heart harvesting accurately to the last second with all organs held in the exact
state, at the exact temperature they want, into the ICU bed next to the prepared psycho recipient,
wherein the planning involves the transplant to be conducted in a calculated time of say 30 or 60
minutes. It is time that 191 countries, questioned this rouge old world order, rouge usa uk, some
serious questions about their psychotic objectives, and grant them a 20-year ban from all the
upcoming NEW WORLD ORDER COUNCILS, and further also isolate them on trade and business.

The grand plan of usa uk is to use this ‘Anesthetic sleep’ on citizens of all the world countries,
render all homes, office meeting rooms, office resting areas, lawless, doorless, lockless, their



calculation involving every lock can be unlocked, every door could be opened, every house
entered, a rouge bribe taking gang created in every office, to do anything they want, by using the
unlimited printing of usd bribe in the rouge old world order, to execute their plan. The plan being
kill all men from across 191 world countries, put the select chosen exotic men with best genettics
in ‘Anesthetic sleep’ and keep them alive only for sperm / semen extraction as long as they want,
subsequent to which he is to be killed, organs harvested, including ‘Heart harvesting’ to get second
lives. And put all women from across 191 world countries into ‘Anesthetic sleep’, do whatever they
want, ship them to usa in caskets with oxygen tanks attached with international flights not longer
than 12 of 14 hours to reach other side of the world, usa or uk.

Then, use the shipped like commodity / cargo in flights or ships, the women retrieved at the other
end, depending on the target subject, then used for slavery, either labor slavery or sex slavery.
The women could be used for rape, gang rape, or shooting blue films. The psycho objectives with
no humanity left in human being, including murder the subject for skin grafting, cutting her skin,
flesh harvesting, extracting flesh for cosmetic objectives, and the organ harvesting, including heart
harvesting to get second life. Men used for semen / sperm extraction for stealing genetics, and /
or then murdered for organs and heart harvesting. This is the ‘Case study which will be taken up
by Judicial and Medical councils’, to ensure all of this is restricted, curbed, laws are framed to
protect citizens of the world, ban serum technology, ban the list of 20,000 counter molecules, and
severe punishments are ordered for perpetrators. Until the International law and world medical
laws are fully enforced, like I describe in POV 2-45, and POV 2-46, I consider it is the end of
international travel. Stay in your country, in the upcoming decentralized world and stay safe.

The craziness of pursuing second life by usa, people in power, and some of the corporate
executives, who ran their companies on unlimited printing of usd, allowed the rouge usa uk to
channel unlimited financing into this ‘no problem to solve’ yet cut up millions of people, millions of
brains, conduct illegal trials on millions of citizens of foreign countries, resulting in rouge usa
pharmaceutical companies creating over 20,000 counter molecules, read poisons to attack human
beings across the world countries. One of the psychotic result of this rouge work illegally financed
for nearly 200 years, resulted in this ‘Anesthetic sleep’. The idea of murdering billions of people
from across world to get second lives is that of usa and uk. While all usa pharmaceutical
companies are to blame, johnson and johnson pharmaceuticals (jnj), and jannsen pharmaceuticals
whose work is exclusively related to brain, are at the center of this ‘Anesthetic sleep’ nightmare,
and creation of a sizeable portion of the 20,000 counter molecules, given that they have 250
subsidiary companies illegally financed by unlimited printing. Given that janssen is a subsidiary
company of jnj, jnj has access to all technology related to serum packages, design, fabrication,
dispensation techniques to attack targets, induce anesthetic sleep at will, along with access to all
20,000 counter molecules to torture, attack, OR KILL anyone at will, for the diabolical objective of
‘heart harvesting’. jnj have offices in an estimated 180 countries, and given their technical
knowledge and access to these negative tactics, they can attack or unleash this ‘Anesthetic sleep’
on any of the 180 world country citizens, at any time, for all psycho objectives including organ
harvesting and heart harvesting. I request 179 countries to take immediate action, and shut down
all jnj operations / offices, lockdown their facilities / production plants, including any and all of
their subsidiary company operations / offices. This is the first step in ending serum technology
usage, anesthetic sleep, and other medical horrors of organ harvesting and heart harvesting, while
we transition into the decentralized world and NEW WORLD ORDER.

 

POV FE 7

The second life seeking plan of usa uk, created a
psychotic, devious, diabolical, dangerous, stop at
nothing, murder at will, program, by using unlimited
printing of usd, in which the rouge usa uk
pharmaceutical companies came together and
created a bribe taking, supposedly a self proclaimed
authority, which no one in the world believes, a ‘key
opinion leader’ kol psycho team, that has gone on to
create a list of fabricated negative diseases,
particularly targeting young men, and men, to kill
them first with the objective of organ harvesting and
heart harvesting. These kol defined fabricated
diseases are intended to deliver fake treatment
taking the target subjects to the heart harvesting
ICU bed in usa or uk.



The second life program was supposedly conceptualized about 100 years ago, with plenty of rouge
pharmaceutical companies set up in usa uk, with unlimited financing to cut up animals, and
humans, across the world with no law, or no rules, all of it illegal work. The target set at the time,
for usa uk pharmaceutical companies was that by the turn of the millenium, year 2000, second life
must have gone live, and powerful in usa uk to have already received second life. They have
achieved that goal already. The demand for second lives also coming from saudi uae with their
crude barrel trade relationship with usa uk. It is said that the entire IT industry in India was set-up
for sourcing organs, hearts of Indian citizens, young men, and men, while the women were to
become slaves doing labor and sex slavery work in usa uk. The same objective of killing men,
using women, was used to target all the world countries, mutatis mutandis.

With this objective clearly defined, they finance, by way of unlimited printing and create an
authority to frame a few hundred random diseases to first attack and kill all young men, and men
from all the world countries. This is the kol, key opinion leader team. A rouge psycho team, all of
whose work is illegal, psychotic, fabricated, created with the objective of killing men and using
women, with all the 20,000 counter molecules, read poisons, which could be packaged into serum
packages, to be dispensed to any subject across world countries, including ‘anesthetic sleep’. So,
the work here involves, defining and fabricating garbage diseases for men, young men, and
women, in which the defined fake disease itself, and its fake symptoms, are induceable by the
counter molecules, and thus the target subject drawn into random fake treatment, and then fully
set-up into a fabricated fake situation of worsening disease, or worsening condition, the subject
died or must be killed. They were going to use the ‘invisible nano-molecular substances packaged
in serum packages’ with no label, or an alternative, a false label stating one, doing something else
to the target subject, thus bull dozing their way into reckless non stop murders across all the world
countries, to source human organs and hearts.

They achieved the set target to deliver second life by turn of the millenium, year 2000, with Mr.
jimmy carter living his second life. It is said that Mr. warren buffett has received and living second
life. Some other names in hollywood, california, usa uk are stated to be living their second lives.
The list of people waiting in line for getting second life are many, these are old about to die
worthless trash of usa, uk. This includes usa corporate executives such as roy stansbury, bill
schreiner, mike comprelli, randy mcdaniels, ken harvey, heidi pote, and chris anetz. There are
millions of people who are ready to receive second lives across usa uk, and the hospitals are fully
equipped to handle the through-put and volume. Given, the demand, in usa uk saudi uae coming
from both men and women, the young men hearts from across the world countries are in demand,
in millions. Women are being identified, to be marked for labor slavery and/or sex slavery. At the
center of all of this, to source millions and millions of human organs and hearts, is this created
fabricated psycho team kol key opinion leader team, incubated with this singular objective and
mission to deliver second lives to millions of old trash people across usa uk, possibly saudi and
uae. It must be understood that the technological capability of a ‘heart transplant, serum
technology, 20,000 counter molecules, poisons’, are with usa uk, and with past relationships, and
direct knowledge sharing understanding, the technology might be available with canada, australia,
and new zealand. While the technology is unavailable with saudi uae, given the yearly trade of
crude, the powerful and rich from these countries want to procure the ‘heart transplant’ services
from usa, however the target to be murdered must be identified and tagged for death by
recipients of saudi uae. This has brought Indian minorities into the network for organ and heart
harvesting. This has resulted in these countries hunting for targets from all the other world
countries. All of this is brought to its end, by my macro-reforms of ‘Project Earthling(c)’, and ‘NEW
WORLD ORDER, paid for in world neutral Earthlings currency’. Given the financing from unlimited
printing, to target young men, whose heart will deliver an approximate 70 years of second life,
where applicable men, whose heart will deliver lesser than 70 years, to set them up for murder,
kol have gone crazy framing illogical diseases. Here is a rundown of some of the rouge, make no
sense, dumb attempts, illogical diseases purely framed, which could all be simulated on the target,
to tag young men or men, and commit the murder.

kol fabricated diseases to tag young men, or men
from across 191 world countries, attacking 9 billion
people are listed here, with ‘TRUTH’ section, and a
follow up question with ‘YES or NO’ answer.
These are what I have deciphered from how I was attacked, by food poisoning from year 2007
onwards, after my invention of patent us 8,910,998 B1. usa uk, their pharmaceutical companies
have spent an estimated 50 billion attacking me with poisons, serum technology packages,
chasing me across the world in usa, in India, poisoning all my meals since then, an estimated
7,500 meals. Refer POV 20. Every meal, was dispensed with serum technology package. While the
poisoning levels have reduced from year 2020 onwards, with the corona pandemic, I am yet to
achieve 100% poison free meal. Honorable court to enforce law and deliver justice, by their orders
to execute the 62 sale agreements for my invention patent rights.

kol want to tag and murder young men. What is the best way to achieve
this objective? Young men are called young men after they hit their
puberty, sexual organs are active. Kol want to draw young men from 191 world
countries into post puberty, pre marriage ‘mastrubation’, intentionally by inciting
them continuously by the incitational drugs packaged in ‘Serum package’. They



want to stamp it an incurable disease, tag the person, and kill, for organ / heart
harvesting giving the maximum years in the recipients second life. While a fraction
of the young men, very low percentage of young men across world countries,
might indulge in masturbation, prior to marriage, post puberty, it could be a
subject of guidance to the young men on prioritizing life objectives, abstinence
from mastrubation, or worst case ensuring low frequency and significant control /
restraint is maintained. In the context of India, HINDUS living in India, vast
majority of Indian HINDU young men maintain full abstinence from the act of
‘mastrubation’ given the family environment and culture. There might be a
negligible percentage of population who might indulge in the act of mastrubation,
however low frequency. In India, for HINDUS, we will provide necessary guidance
to young men, at community level for a full happy and joyous married life. HINDU
young men have never had any problems and usa uk kol intentionally targeting the
religion of HINDUISM, have abused the gods name Jagannath, by using the slang
term ‘Apna hath jagannath’. A slang term is used by kol to frame HINDU young
men for heart harvesting. HINDUISM, and HINDU young men will naturally
progress into our functioning society and family culture.
TRUTH. This is not a disease. With no drugs influence, young men can abstain
mastrubation until marriage comfortably. The fraction percentage of young men
will be provided guidance to get through the post puberty, pre marriage phase.
Infact all young men could be provided necessary guidance at a community level
upon striking puberty. kol intentionally drawing the young men by incitational
drugs into death, murder, organ, and heart harvesting.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES. If
an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the
framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video file, to frame the
target subject. This is life cage, usage of both external and internal cages to frame
a person.
An extrapolation of the above negative tactic, to fuel the young men to
lose control, or go off on to high frequency, kol are paying bribes to local food
vendors, making countries lawless by forcing corruption, running over food
regulations, and inducing incitation drugs out of the 20,000 counter molecules,
also including ecstacy, lsd, charas, gaanja, hafim, brown sugar, cocaine,
marijuana, and / or heroine, packaged into serum package and forcing young men
into increased frequency to set them up for murder, and heart harvesting. This is
further fueled by, kol bribed online porn content created illegitimately by kol
financing.
TRUTH. Drug free young men have no problems post puberty and prior to
marriage. Young men will be provided necessary guidance.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES. If
an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the
framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the
target subject. This is life cage, usage of both external and internal cages to frame
a person.
For newly weds, the young husband could couple hard core sex with
strong foreplay involving the attractive rack / boobs of the young wife. kol
is videotaping this by nixon tech and tagging the young man with some kind of
psychotic illogical nonsense moronic disorder, stating the young man has residual
maternal feelings and hence indulging in foreplay with boobs. Young couples are
free to engage in sex and foreplay the way they both like. This is another way to
tag and kill the young man. And take the new young window with a great rack,
great set of boobs into usa in a widow job program and use the women both as
sex slave and labor slave. They are targeting young pairs / couples from across the
world countries. This is multi-dimensional objective oriented rouge approach
fabricated by the psycho bribe taking kol.
TRUTH. Young men all over the world engage in foreplay with their wives rack /
boobs and it has nothing to do with their mothers or residual maternal feeling or
anything. Another garbage kol bull shit.
Is this fabricated disease framed by imposing ‘external cage’ doing
privacy invasion into a married couples life, sex life, entering their bed
room? YES. This is racism, hatred, and jealousy of usa uk, the venom coming
through kol. They want to murder the young man with attractive wife with a rack,
and get the young widow into their country. The couple might naturally be
indulging in foreplay to their liking. If a camera is in place, a serum package could
also be in place using any of the 20,000 counter molecules, to shoot the framing
video file, if they intend to use the video, to frame the target subject and set him
up for murder. This is life cage, usage of both external and internal cages to frame
a person. To frame a young man, this might also include an acting young women
who is a bribe taking prostitute/whore/slut/skank working for psycho bribe giving
kol in the rouge old world order. Extremely rare to find a regular wife of a regular



family young man to act in the bed to frame and murder her husband. kol were
luring women, from across the world countries, into this program, given their
financing in the rouge old world order. In the decentralized world, no young women
of that country would go against her husband, a young man. The NEW WORLD
ORDER will protect you by enforcing International law and world medical law.
To target and kill handsome young men, kol has defined that the young
men from the 191 world countries are handsome as they jack-off or
indulge in mastrubation. And hence must be tagged and killed for organ / heart
harvesting. This is to eliminate the young handsome men from all the world
countries first, out of racism, hatred, and jealousy.
TRUTH. This is another nonsense theory as ones facial features or how humans
grow to what they look like is natural progression and cannot be altered by events
such as masturbation, etc. This is a lie and fabricated garbage. This is the stinking
racism, hatred, and jealousy of usa uk, the venom coming thorugh kol fabricated
nonsense. usa uk want only their young men to be called handsome, and want to
murder the ones called as handsome young men from across 191 world countries
by framing this kol garbage of a disease.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES,
by using male reproductive system incitational drugs / counter molecules. If an
audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the
framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video file, to frame the
target subject. This is life cage, usage of both external and internal cages to frame
a person.
To tag and murder Africans, colored people like the rest of the colored
world countries, kol have stated that they are tanned because they jack-
off or indulge in mastrubation. This is a lie and fabricated garbage to kill them
for organ / heart harvesting.
TRUTH. Like humans all across the world, even Africans are born the way they
are, grow up the way they do, to come to their physical stature and appearance. It
is how they are, and not linked to jacking-off or mastrubation. A fabricated kol
nansense for heart harvesting.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES,
by using male resproductive system incitational drugs / counter molecules. If an
audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the
framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the
target subject. This is life cage, usage of both external and internal cages to frame
a person.
Young men see. What? Yes, young men see with their eyes, in broad
daylight in public areas, and it is a disease. Young men using their eye sight
to see the world, or whoever or what ever is in front of them to go through their
day, life is supposedly a disease according to bribe taking kol. They have called this
rouge kol program see-C program. This kol nonsense was conceptualized by
democrats / clinton family, hence the c in c-program. This is to target ‘eye gaze of
young men’. To, execute this they have used every usa uk women, a slut /
prostitute / whore / skank who would be made to parade, to tag young men, or
men, by intentionally walking in their line of sight, to frame this eye gaze nonsense
on the men. This further involves all female body anatamy / organs, forming the
following nonsense trash dimensions of rouge c-program. This includes C-rack, C-
ass / C-hinese, C-limbs, C-hips, C-lips, C-leavage.
TRUTH. Another absolute rubbish garbage rouge program conceptualized and
implemented by kol. They have used highest technology ‘external cages’ with
imaging cameras in modes to precisely calculate the direction in which the target
subject is seeing, and wanted to attack his eye gaze. Such is the unbelievably high
investments made by rouge kol to target and frame young men from 191 world
countries, to murder them. In public areas when young men, or men are walking
they are seeing what is in front of them. The bribe taking whore women are made
to parade in front of the young men or men to frame them for murder. The eye
gaze in public areas when people are dressed for public setting or get togethers
has no negativity attached to it that should be working against the young men or
men. The young men or men have committed a crime if they inappropriately touch
or attack any women. Law will take its course in such an event. Public areas in
cities have cameras.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES. If
an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, including
paid bitches / whores / prostitutes / skanks to shoot the framing audio / video file,
if they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the target subject. This is usage of
life cage, external and internal cages to frame the target person in this rouge c-
program. Among the 20,000 counter molecules, there are counter molecules that
can target, hyperactivate specific region of the brain that are connected to optic,



eye vision recognition. These could also be used to frame young men, or men in
this eye gaze program.
red or blue? usa using their flag colors against world country men. Finding
a regular young man or man leading his life normally, red, stating you have a
boring life and intentionally drawing him, and getting him hooked to online porn,
blue. Contrary case, defining that in a functioning society, this young man, or man
is hooked to internet or online porn. He is out of control. It is ocd, obsessive
compulsive disorder. The attack works in either direction, to select, mark, target,
and hunt the young man or man.
Truth. By this definition, red, the young man or man has no problems. He is going
along nicely with his life. ocd is a bogus term / disease, in a line of fabricated
medical practise, psychiatry, and neuro-science, which by themselves are bogus,
fabricated, and lie. If by this definition, a person is blue, he should get a change in
his life style, habitual change, if required provided guidance and advise for
abstaining and taking a long break, pick up a hobbie, travel, or change the pattern
of life, stay away from accessing any porn. Consultation, advise will address this.
Neuro-science, serum package is kol drawing the person into death, murder,
organ, and heart harvesting.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES. If
an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the
framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video file, to frame the
target subject. This is life cage, usage of both external and internal cages to frame
a person.
Rama or Krishna? HINDUISM gods used for a question, and for framing
young men. This was designed for intentionally targeting young men from India,
from Hinduism religion. The same question and framing technique, could be
applied, or attempted at young men from the other 190 world countries. Hindu god
Rama has one wife, he is a devout husband. Hindu god Krishna has eight wives,
and is also a devout husband. In this, devout engaged men, married men leading
their life normally, happily are intentionally drawn by paid sluts / prostitutes /
skanks / whores who would attempt to draw the devout husband to break the
routine and become a player, or commit adultery. The contrary case, probably non
existent in most world countries including India. A young man calling himself
player, is branded out of control, and not suited in society. We can put them on
serum packages, which is kol drawing the person into death, murder, organ, and
heart harvesting.
Truth. In India, the society is functioning exceedingly well, with millions of happy
families, and couples. This destroy the family, married couple mentality is non
existent. Nor the men easily fall for paid bitches used by kol as a trap. The
contrary case is non existing in Indian culture and society. I think most of the 190
other world countries are similar to India, with functioning societies, and cultures.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES. If
an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, including
paid sluts / whores / prostitutes / skanks to shoot the framing audio / video file, if
they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the target subject. This is usage of
life cage, external and internal cages to frame the target person.
blue intelligence. Another psychotic program intentionally being forced by
kol to murder young men and men from across the world. It is called
continuous blue film watching, porn, or jacking off, and they are attaching the
diametrically opposite word ‘intelligence’ to it. This is to intentionally draw young
men or men into blue / porn ideology saying you will become intelligent or will
have intelligence. This is to draw the men, and murder them for organ / heart
harvesting.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. If any young man will take this bait, you will
die. They will kill you and harvest your organs.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES. If
an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the
framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the
target subject.
filmy intelligence. Another absolute rubbish, garbage thrown at the world
countries, and world citizens. Movies are public releases, they must be
considered public information, and not intelligence in any way. Movies are
packaged entertainment, to entertain people for the time movie plays. Students,
youngsters across world, remember, movies are not educational nor informational,
unless one is stated to be true story according to the director/producer. The work
less, jobless usa uk averaged many movies per day watching world cinema, and
they are delusional that the society, culture, life style is how it is depicted in the
packaged entertainment. It is a false perception, and this must be remembered by
all 191 world countries. Over 99% of population from 191 world countries, might



average a dozen or say twenty movies per year in theaters. They are not confused
about world country cultures or societies. It is the jobless psychos of usa uk, all
their citizens who have gone crazy by watching too many movies and delusionally
thought, this is how things work, happen, society functions, day to day events play
out in the 191 world countries. Fully disconnected and gone psycho. This is no
disease. If any advise, usa uk must be asked to stop watching movies like syllabus
coverage, and come to the real world, and start to know about real lives of real
people. 191 world countries will take a check of your society and culture after the
completion of 20 years ban. Some rouges in usa uk could be monitored 24 by 365.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. No movie adds intelligence to any person. It
could only be informational when it is a ‘true story’. 191 world countries, and 9
billion people of the world, remember that no intelligence can come from packaged
entertainment released as movies in theaters.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? No.
emotional intelligence. The 20,000 counter molecules created by rouge
usa uk pharmaceutical companies can target and tamper with any human
beings brain to create intense emotional variations, feelings of distress,
emptiness, pain, suffering, etc., all induceable. That is when they
conceptualized this another trash theory called ’emotional intelligence’. All world
human beings, citizens of 191 world countries have regular human being emotions
with differences between citizens being in the orders of fractions of 1% or 1%. kol
want to magnify this and tag weakness to drug induced hightened emotions.
Absolute rubbish, garbage tactic that has failed.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. All human beings have somewhat consistent
level of human emotions in undrugged / unpoisoned state. With certain difference
between men and women. And the differences across population being in the order
of fraction of 1% or 1%. This can only be exagerated to frame a person as
emotionally weak, by using the 20,000 counter molecules. Absolute rubbish. Do
not believe this.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES. If
an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the
framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the
target subject. The counter molecules are capable of inducing intense emotional
variations, feelings of distress, emptiness, pain, suffering, no future, no prospects,
worthless life, worthlessness, other terms such as depression, emotional trauma,
insanity, rage out of depression, including suicidal thoughts, on target subjects.
Medical council to list these counter molecules on banned substances list. Other
terms like bi-polar disorder, schriznophrenic paranoia, craziness, mental are all
fabricated and bogus. Refer POV 2-45, where I provide clarity on this.
Induce ranting, anger, yelling, insanity episodes, rage, destructive
thoughts, by counter molecules to frame and tag a person for the
murder. 20,000 counter molecules can induce all of these and many more to any
target person that they want to frame for organ / heart harvesting. Original food,
unpoisoned food, with no serum packages in it will avoid such framing. STUN will
ensure this is delivered for the world citizens.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. Like i mention, all these are induceable by
20,000 counter molecules. Normal man, undrugged brain, with no serum
technology acting in the system, will have none of these conditions all through his
life.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man? YES. If
an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the
framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the
target subject.
strong weak. They have created many different variations, all fabricated,
illogical, nonsense, moronic methods to call young men, and men across
191 world countries, their citizens as weak. All young men, and men across
all world countries are fully capable of leading a great life like men, have a family,
in a functioning society and can do all physical work men are expected to generally
do, to lead a full life. usa uk their kols saying otherwise is absolute rubbish and
nonsense. All human beings, including all men and young men, need no medical
intrusion or intervention until the age of 60 years like I have explained, will be the
guidance of Medical council and even through 60-99, you will be supplemented
only according to the requirement or need only. No young man, or man is weak, to
lead the full happy, functioning life. Do not believe if kol team or anyone is trying
to tell you otherwise.
Truth. Absolute rubbish and fabricated nonsense. Why should every young man,
or man in the world go into boxing or weight lifting competitions? This is the
direction kol are trying to draw young men, men from 191 world countries, to start
to give them steroid, whey protein supplements when not required, eventually



draw them into serum packaged management program to start to use 20,000
counter molecules on the target subject.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
YES. Given that the 20,000 counter molecules have full capability of reducing the
strength of a young man, or man, weaken him physically, drill pores into his bones
to weaken the skeletal system, reduce his natural musculature, increase flab
weight, this is fully simulatable on any target subject who is naturally fit and
strong, appropriate to his age. If a camera is in place, a serum package is also in
place or was used on the target, to shoot the video file, if they intend to use the
video, to frame the target subject.
An extrapolation of above tactic, strong cry. Like explained in above
fabricated diseases of kol, kol want to frame young men, or men saying
that he cries. Among the 20,000 counter molecules, poisons there are counter
molecules to activate tear glands any time, rolling out some tears, or in high
volume, and at the same time, deliver emotional variations to the target subject,
to frame the target as weak person, he cries. The counter molecules magnify the
natural emotion state / tear gland function multi fold to simulate this. Keeping the
school days aside, from 20-99 men might actually cry or have grievance phase a
single digit number of times in their lives. All men across 191 world countries are
fairly consistent with this.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. Since it is induceable, kol are attempting to
frame target subjects, saying they cry, to tag them, murder them for organ / heart
harvesting. Like kol counter molecules can make you cry, they can also make you
laugh, intended to frame a target young man.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
YES. Like I have explained above. If an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum
package is also in place, to shoot the framing audio / video file, if they intend to
use the audio / video, to frame the target subject.
height. kol attacking young men, or men by saying that he is weak
because he is not tall enough.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. Height is considered more of a problem for
men across the world, with possible more management requirement in ages of 60-
99. Absolute rubbish. CG, center of gravity is higher, results in more weight carried
through the life of a person. The world population should try to stay in the heights
of 5 feet to 6 feet, including men. 4 feet to 5 feet is also absolutely fine, for men,
they might have lesser management requirement in the ages of 60-99. In any
case, it is not weakness. Irrespective of the height, Medical council will take you
into your ages of 90-99.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
YES. Delivering negative effects, using counter molecules, to attack, target, induce
problems / diseases to men in the heights of 4 feet to 6 feet, yes. The height of a
person cannot be altered, it is what each person, man grows up to be. If an audio
devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot the framing
audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the target
subject. e.g., drop a serum package into 5 feet man, coinciding with a 7 feet man
walking by, inducing a sense of apprehension, fear induceable by targeting certain
brain regions. The 5 feet man will realize in quick time that it is induced to frame
him.
weight. Abuse of body-mass index. kol attacking young men, or men by
saying, he is too thin, we need to give him more weight in the name of strength,
but not strength. Or saying the man is heavy, however only flab weight, not strong
enough. This works in either ways, to attack young men, or men, whether they are
thin bony, mid weight, or heavy.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. Medical council will take all world citizens into
90-99 age however they are, while consuming natural original food, sourced from
within their country. So, weight of a person is how the young man, or man
manages himself by consuming original food, certified by STUN, subsequent to
which, by guidance of your country medical council. kol tactics are only to draw
men into taking 20,000 counter molecules to tag them, attack them, and murder
them. If you are very heavy, management will be more in the ages of 60-99.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
YES. The 20,000 counter molecules can alter every cell in every organ of human
being, and every cell in human being. They can induce weight increase at will, and
in that any type of weight to target people. This could be coupled with weakening
other organs, bones, strength levels to draw the target into serum package
management, which is only next to death. These counter molecules usage gets
worse used by women, to attack each others beauty, figures, body structures, and
weight. If an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to



shoot the framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video, to
frame the target subject. E.g., counter molecules could be used to create
apprehension, fear by targeting brain regions which will go away when the serum
package action ends.
physical strength. For young men, or men physical strength is by weight
segments, as it is observed in competitions such as weight lifting, or
boxing. kol wants to draw every young man, or man into serum packages in the
name of physical strength. Once drawn into counter molecules, you will be
targeted, set up for murder, for heart harvesting. This is where a century old bone
strength battle among men was incited with the creation of boxing sport. The
answer is known to the world. kol have set this up very deliberately to draw men
into fights, drawing them into strength wars, strength pills which will take you
straight to death, resulting in heart harvesting.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. The truth like I have mentioned above, all
young men, and men across all world countries are fully capable of leading a great
life like men, have a family, in a functioning society and can do all physical work
men are expected to generally do, to lead a full life. usa uk their kols intentionally
drawing men into boxing, physical strength battles to target and kill the target
subject for heart harvesting. Do not take the bait. The ones who want to compete,
is their choice, their countrys choice for nomination.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
YES. The 20,000 counter molecules can manipulate every cell of every organ, and
every cell of human being, and totally weaken, totally weaken to death, recuperate
to some extent if required, swing the strength of men extremely, and at their will.
If an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in place, to shoot
the framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio / video, to frame the
target subject. E.g., To show that the person is physically very weak, after severely
poisoning by counter molecules.
we must break him to make him strong. This is another usa uk kol created
garbage, trash, absolute rubbish and nonsense. They have forced this into
corporate world also for attacking men from minorities, in the name of we must
break him to make him strong. This has no meaning, no definition of any kind.
Random nonsense used to attack young men, or men from 191 world countries.
What should be broken? What will make a man strong? physically you break the
man, like breaking his bones? emotionally you break the man, by killing his family
member? all are frivolous nonsense trash theories to attack men and kill them for
heart harvesting.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. All young men, and men are fully capable of
leading their lives, the competent ones capable of handling highest of jobs, highest
of responsibilities, achieve greatness, achieve excellence. There is nothing called
as ‘break the person, to make him strong’. Where required young men, and men,
in corporate or competitive sector, will be provided training and guidance to take
up higher positions and more responsibility. It is mentoring when required.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
YES. kol using 20,000 counter molecules to attack target young men, or men, in
many ways to simulate a range of problems, all induced to say that this person
should be broken to make him strong. All fabricated, induced with a bogus theory
attached to it. If an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in
place, to shoot the framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio /
video, to frame the target subject.
Make him strong, army strong. Similar to the psycho tactic above, this is
another kol created nonsense. Aparently pentagon in the old world order, lost
its mind, and senses, and launched an illegitimate program across 191 world
countries, to evaluate their armies, for intel building, and then intentionally incite
them to show their best army personnel, to incite them into cock-wars, cock-fights,
and further continued to state that we can make your citizens army strong. what?
basically drawing them into the serum packages, to permanently make them
dependent on the serum packages, which will result in quick hospitalization, organ
weakening, deteorating organs, and sudden death, setting up the target 191 world
country men, young men for heart harvesting. kol used this, because it is multi
objective result oriented approach. One you get foreign country army intel, they
might show their best men, who could now be drawn into battle, against whom
psycho serum package are used, and they could also be killed, while trash in usa
uk gets a second life. Another garbage trash approach to tag and murder young
men, or men from across the 191 world countries.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. Garbage trash, rubbish, and nonsense. Men all
across the world are physically fit and strong, subject to original food availability
which is not poisoned by counter molecules of usa uk. Hence the guidance to
source original food from within your own country with no imports. And each
country army, can recruit their men, and provide specific training relevant to their



country security requirements. You need no ones support. Even better, I give you
the NEW WORLD ORDER world councils, which will resolve all of the world issues /
problems, few of which are territorial, by providing a platform, council for
discussion. Have an army for security, you will most likely not wage a war in the
coming decades given my work.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
YES. The intent is to weaken the world country men, young men, by using the
20,000 counter molecules, poisons, tag them and kill them for organ and heart
harvesting. They can use all weakening tactics to frame any young man, or man
from 191 world countries. If an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package
is also in place, to shoot the framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the
audio / video, to frame the target subject.
He is dumb. Make him smart, or intelligent. This is another kol tactic to tag
young men at the earliest stage possible. We are talking schools, or colleges, or
early work days. They want to bring them into serum packages saying they can
increase the smartness, intelligence, of the young man, by giving him counter
molecules, or brain drugs. This is a technique to tag young men at the earliest
stage, murder them around 20 years of their age for the maximum second life
years.
Truth. There is no one magic pill to make any young man smart, intelligent,
brilliant, or genius. Another absolute trash, rubbish, garbage, nonsense created by
kol. This is fabricated nonsense.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
No. Infact, 191 world countries, 9 billion citizens of the world must challenge,
question usa uk to demonstrate at least a few case studies, across 191 countries,
in which third class pass students take the next year exams with their ‘genius
intelligent serum package’ for one or two months prior to the exam, and this
student has passed with first class or distinction. This is impossible scenario, and
will put usa uk kol, rouge usa pharmaceutical comapanies including johnson and
johnson (jnj) and janssen pharmaceuticals in their place. It will result in immediate
shut down of jnj operations / facilities from across all the 191 world countries.
Release at induced partial erection / off the full erection. kol
nonsense. With 200% erection, doubling drugs already gone live, the physiology
of male release is same and not any different across erect lengths. For example at
natural length 6 inch erection, a man finishes with his women, now that doubling
drugs are there, he could also finish at 12 inches erection, and given that kol can
activate all reproductive organs and induce a release at an erection length below
the mans natural 6 inches, using this technique, they want to tag the person as
weak or has a problem / disease and set him up for murder and heart harvesting.
The lower than the normal erection length release is counter molecule induced. In
normal sex, men release at their natural erection length. However the doubling
drugs have disproved their fabricated nonsense theory to all men across the world.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense. The doubling or tripling erect penis lengths has
disproved their own fabricated nonsense. After releasing at 12 inches, if a man
uses his natural erection and releases at 6 inches, is this considered sub-size
erection release? They trashed their own fake fabricated garbage nonsense theory.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?
YES. Using the 20,000 counter molecules kol can simulate releases at lower
erection lengths to frame a young man intentionally. Also disconnect the neural
connections. If an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is also in
place, to shoot the framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio /
video, to frame the target subject.
gay straight. There was no existence of gay in the world. usa uk paid kol to
create gays across 191 world countries, and 9 billion people, to ensure they do not
marry women. usa uk by making as many men gay, want to draw the left out
women into their country to use them for sex or labor slavery. In the religion of
HINDUISM, there is no existence of gay. Mutatis mutandis with 190 world
countries. Any traces of existence of it is incubated by usa uk to make gay men
sell sperm, to get their genetics cheaply, and use women for slavery work.
Truth. This is fabricated nonsense, with the objective of putting men to be with
each other, use women, and if possible put this fabricated disease in combination
with other fabricated diseases such as driving them to blue, porn, and/or pushing
them into mastrubation. usa uk caucasean trash of men were spit on by their
country women given their psychotic insanity nature, drug abuse, torturing women
with serum packages, domestic violence, and beating up women, gang raping
young women, which resulted in their fragmented societies, creating the first ever
gay population on planet earth who were also the first to try mastrubation.
Is this fabricated disease simulatable by 20,000 counter molecules packed
in serum package acting in the target subject, young man, or man?



YES. Given the number of incitational poisons among the 20,000 counter
molecules, they can use them to try to create situations to push men into this, or
the combination of fabricated diseases. The true sexual orientation of the human
being, male among humans is unaltered, they are straight, hetero sexual, despite
kol frivolous attempts. If an audio devise / camera is in place, a serum package is
also in place, to shoot the framing audio / video file, if they intend to use the audio
/ video, to frame the target subject.

While I have listed a few negative tactics, kol defined illogical garbage diseases, to tag, attack,
murder young men from across 191 world countries, to source harvested hearts, usa uk kol and
usa pharmaceutical companies have listed a few hundred diseases apparently published by kol.
One must get this list of diseases and examine them closely to check what are these nonsense
diseases? kol defined diseases will all be rubbished and trashed, and the Medical council will use
the definition of ‘Disease’ provided by me in POV 2-45, and very clearly document the Medical
journals and Medical literature for delivering great quality life and full life 90-99 for all the world
citizens.

The rouge kol and their network must be dismantled. To kill young men from across the world
countries, in the rouge old world order, usa uk have built an entire ‘organ trade and organ
harvesting network’ across 191 countries. They started this work, building bribe taking organ trade
network, possibly right after setting up the puppet united nations, the objective of which was to
order, command and kill citizens of world countries, to get harvested hearts to get second life.
What is required for this network to work? Unlimited financing, build corruption across 191
countries by making bribing and receiving bribes a culture, some local organizations drenched in
bribes, network of doctors / hospitals ready to do organ harvesting, heart harvesting and export.
The unlimited money comes from unlimited printing of usd, and the suitcases of bribes in usd built
corruption across 191 world countries. They built their own havala network for exchanging the
bribe usd currency, price / rates established for organ / heart, cuts / shares established for the
local organizations, doctors / hospitals. usa uk have used hsbc bank for money laundering /
distributing unlimited printed usd in suitcases, as the bank name is linked to china, and all usa uk
pharmaceutical companies including jnj and janssen pharmaceuticals have built the network of
bribe taking doctors / hospitals. The baby powder, baby shampoo is a bogus cover up for this
horror, rouge objective of usa uk. hsbc bank takes care of local organization bribes. This entire
network will be dismantled and destroyed immediately, paving the way to establish the NEW
WORLD ORDER.

While all countries are to be attacked, tarnished, and destroyed, you see the residual traces of cold
war in attacking the eastern countries. usa uk psycho ideology has not yet exited the world war II,
even after USSR disintegrated, and the cold war decades. They very intentionally use a chinese
bank for all the illegitimate work, and not their own banks of usa uk such as bank of america, jp
morgan chase bank, wells fargo, barclays bank or other for the bribing in suitcases to be handed
over to 191 world countries. The unlimited printing is at the usa mint printing usd. The bribing
however is only done by hsbc bank, given the eastern chinese link, and they had intentions of
using Indian bank sbi also. I have ended this rouge program before it was executed with full force,
given the introduction of Project Earthling(c) and NEW WORLD ORDER. hsbc bank must
immediately announce the shut down of all their world country presence, offices, head offices,
operations, and become a 100% China local bank. Sbi bank must also do the same for India. Both
countries will soon have International Trade and Business Banks, ITB Banks established for
legitimate international transactions, trade or business.

The KOL team must be summoned by the World court at Judicial council, entire team must be
given death penalty, entire concept of a ‘disease defining authority’ must be dismantled, and all
usa pharmaceutical companies must be banned from any communications, interactions,
operations, offices in any of the 191 world countries, and must be told to pay up their dues and
liabilities for the illegal trials they conducted across 191 world countries, targeting millions of
people, their lives destroyed, their organs chopped up and / or killed, and a total of at least a
billion people murdered across the 191 world countries over the last 250 years. This will end this
KOL inflicted horror, fake diseases for psychotic objectives in the NEW WORLD ORDER. My
definition of ‘disease’ in POV 2-45, will become the standard definition for 191 world countries, 9
billion citizens, declared by the authority, MEDICAL COUNCIL of the NEW WORLD ORDER.

 

POV FE 8

Male penis erect dimension could be, by way of
double the dosage or triple the dosage, will double
the natural puberty erect dimension, or triple the
natural puberty erection dimension. ‘Intelligence and
talent are derivatives of knowledge’ is the line to be
remembered while going into the NEW WORLD



ORDER, by terminating the line ‘ignorance is bliss’ of
the old world order.
With the extremely high impotence rates in usa uk saudi uae, the financing for creating a male
erection drug started in 1950’S. The drug ‘Sildenafil citrate’ became prescription drug in year 1998
with brand name Viagra, this means in 1998 it was approved after all final checks, tests were
concluded. The first induced erection by this drug, in illegal clinical trial cycle stages was in 1980.
By 1990, rouge usa uk pharmaceutical companies conducting illegal trials, started doubling, or
even tripling the dosages, giving the erect penis dimensions double or triple the sizes. usa uk
saudi uae, their bribe taking religious alliances, minorities in India were secretly given this double
triple dosage drug and asked to kick men in India under their belt. Mutatis mutandis across 190
other world countries. The fact to be thoroughly understood, by young men, men, and women
from across the world countries, is that the puberty natural undrugged erection dimensions of men
from across the world countries will measure 4 feet 4 inches, 5 feet 5 inches, 6 feet 6 inches, by
usage of double dosage of erection drugs / their combination variations, will measure 4 feet 8
inches, 5 feet 10 inches, 6 feet 12 inches, by using triple dosage of erection drugs / their
combination variations, will measure 4 feet 12 inches, 5 feet 15 inches, 6 feet 18 inches. Psycho
pharmaceuticals used movie industry male subjects, porn, or blue film industry subjects, to further
maximize the erect penis dimension, subject to their maximum skin / blood vessel stretchability,
trying to show off their dimensions to others. This is what rouge usa uk tried to do, show-off, and I
recommend men from all 191 world countries to not indulge in such show-off or incitational
dimension war. Logically, this is useless, as the women vaginal hole can only take a certain
dimension, beyond which the vaginal wall will be hit and a portion of the drug induced erect penis
will be outside the womens vagina. These extra dimensions drug induced are of no use to anyone,
men, or women. However, the male penis dimension war is fully ended on planet Earth. All men on
planet Earth are fully capable of satisfying their women like always naturally, if any man needs
drug support, this is available to you. All cock-wars, cock-fights can finally be ended on planet
Earth. The rouge countries usa uk, their paid rouge old world order, can now stop their psycho
rouge ‘show-off’ trying to kick young men, and men from 191 world countries under their belt, by
taking these doubling / tripling drugs secretively. Young men and men from 191 world countries,
must realize that rouge usa uk pharmaceutical companies possess the counter molecules to
dissolve male neural connections linked to the reproductive system. MEDICAL COUNCIL in the NEW
WORLD ORDER will list and ban these counter molecules. ‘Intelligence and talent are derivatives of
knowledge’ is the line to be remembered while going into the NEW WORLD ORDER, by terminating
the line ‘ignorance is bliss’ of the old world order.

 

POV FE 9

Force ‘absolutely unessential, not required’ ‘serum
package per day’ treatment plans / management
plans on every citizen of the world, all age groups,
across all 191 world countries, to achieve all their
psychotic devious diabolical organ harvesting
objectives, while also illegitimately generating
revenue. A rouge revenue generating concept,
planned in old world order, by dispensing serum
packages, or serum packages with false labels, even
if one is given, intended to be used against all 191
world countries, and 9 billion citizens.
usa uk incubating the pharmaceutical companies in 19th century, supported with unlimited
financing defined grand plans to control, dominate the world, impose slavery, and attempt to
control all the world citizens from across the 191 world countries, robotically. Through the 20th
century the sequence of their activities is very clear to the entire world. World war I, to show-off,
that they can now attack any country aerially, followed by building their country roadlines, cities,
and waging World war II, with clear intent to destroy the ‘East’ USSR, showing off, atom bomb,
and fully disintegrating USSR, and then setting up the puppet psycho united nations. The objective
is clear, to demonstrate their world domination, and then to proclaim themselves as leaders of the
world, by paying for the puppet united nations in their currency, in the old world order.

The objective given to pharmaceutical companies, the goal of achieving second life by the turn of
the millenium, year 2000, allowed them to further expand their grand plans. This included keeping
the entire serum technology, nano technology, combination of these technologies, including the
packaging of 20,000 counter molecules, read poisons secretive, and use all of this without the
knowledge of the 191 world countries, 9 billion citizens to do whatever they want, imagining that



no one from the world countries will come to know about the invisible ‘external cage’ and the
‘invisible serum packages’ dispensed to them forming the ‘invisible internal cage’. Their thought
was, they could get all women they want, murder all men across the world, with rouge united
nations in their control, on their payroll, and no one can stop them.

It is this built up arrogance and rouge behavior that allowed usa uk pharmaceutical companies to
define their grand plan of ‘serum package a day for all 9 billion citizens across the 191 world
countries’ say priced at the old world order bribe currency, local currency of one country usa, one
usd / dollar per package per day. This was supposed to be a permanent never ending every
citizen, every day, paying one usd / dollar revenue model, program conceptualized. To achieve
this, they put on the baby face with baby posters, and use the company called johnson and
johnson that enter almost all the world countries, 180 in all, with the baby images, their products
baby powder, and baby shampoo. The countries cheated by the baby images, welcome them with
warmth. The same jnj incubates 250 subsidiary companies doing the most horrific illegitimate
clinical trial work targeting most of the world countries. With their proliferation and entry into 180
countries, with the baby face images, they were to build up the serum package dispensed in your
food every day per person per day priced one usd / dollar.

They wanted to target all age groups. No one person
/ citizen of the world to be spared in this rouge old
world order program built for revenue generation
from every citizen.

0-20 years of age.
The infant, child growing years. We will package some nutrition to help their growth. A total lie,
bogus, to hide hundreds of counter molecules, poisons within the serum package to destroy the
infant, childs life and inflict death. These counter molecules can manipulate, destroy every organ,
make the kid, retard, useless for themselves, family, country, and society, to be set up for heart
harvesting at the earliest. All organs will be damaged, heart will be retained in prime condition for
harvesting at say 20 years of age.

Truth. Over the timeline of planet Earth, billions of human beings have born and died. Human
beings are born, have acclamatized, to grow comfortable, and lead a full life in the conditions,
environment that is provided to us by planet Earth. No molecule or counter molecule is required
for the infant, child to grow to be a young adult. Orginal food, any medical council recommended
nutrients, tested by STUN will fully take care of these citizens across 191 world countries. No
serum package ever required. Serum technology will be fully banned by Medical council.

20-60 years of age.
Few will survive and get into this age, according to usa uk grand plan. Maximum yield for second
life is when the axe is dropped at 20 years of age. For the surviving and who will make it to this
age group, with a 1000 different remarks, comments about the person, citizen, they will say we
will custom create serum package for your daily requirements and needs. They will want to
robotically control your day, your life, keep you as lowest IQ dumb citizens, and segment the
citizens and plan their life until death, all through with the serum package per day plan.

Men, to be seggregated into exotic genetics, manual labor for work, industry requirement, fit in
neither to be killed for heart harvesting. Men of exotic genetics and used for manual labor to be
killed and organs harvested, after they become useless for those purposes, or requirement
addressed.

women, to be seggregated into suitable for sex work, prostitution, and the other segment of
house maid, labor slave. The vital statistics of the women are recorded before decisions about
their segmentation are made. The sex slaves will be on repeated serum packages, made to mostly
lie in the bed almost forever, with men entering and leaving, maybe in her awake state or
anesthetic sleep state. Robotically controlled sex slave. House maids, labor slaves are tuned for
their jobs, robotically controlled only to execute the labor work given to her. Women death dates
decided by the serum package givers. When they consider them useless, or useful for donating
heart, they will be murdered. This is the diabolical devious psycho rouge objective of using people
in this age group robotically.

Truth. Human beings fully built, equipped to lead a normal great life, in a functioning society, with
no molecule or counter molecule requirement. Human beings are built for leading full life
comfortably on planet Earth. No molecule support required for people in this age group. All these
robotic usage of humans will be terminated, by imposing full ban of serum technology.

60-99 years of age.
This age group might not even exist in the usa uk grand plan, across the 191 world countries.
Some women who would do house maid work, labor slavery in their definition might survive,



otherwise everyone to be dead before reaching this age segment.

Truth. Human beings are built to live until 90-99 on planet earth with original food, and without
any requirement of molecules or counter molecules. While most of the humans can comfortable
move into age of 90-99, some need some ageing support to take them smoothly into the age of
90-99. The Medical council, will provide preventive, where necessary supplementive, if required
management approach, for all the 9 billion citizens across 191 countries, so that they will be taken
into their age of 90-99, delivering full life.

In summary, usa uk rouge old world order, rouge usa pharmaceutical companies had only
psychotic, control, use, murder, extract blood, harvest organs objectives towards the 191 world
countries, and their 9 billion citizens. They keep making these grand planet Earth level plans, all
only to sabotage the world, destroy the world, torture humanity, and kill humans. One of the core
programs to be executed was this serum package a day, per person, sold at one usd / dollar per
day, a revenue model for life, when they would choose the precise timing of each persons death,
and how they would die, to keep the person in right condition, for harvesting their heart. This
psycho old world order, and their grand plans have ended. The macro-economic reform Project
Earthling(c) will end the usd / dollar monopoly, terminating their one usd / dollar program. NEW
WORLD ORDER, and in that the Medical council will ensure ban of all counter molecules, and ban
the entire serum technology, its usage, while upholding the International law, and world medical
law. The macro-reforms save 191 world countries, and the lives of 9 billion people. Its benefits are
eternal, and permanent for millenia to come on planet Earth.

Do not hesitate to write to me with your questions or remarks.
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